News Quiz #3710 – November 11, 2021

CHALLENGE QUESTION
Major League Baseball’s champion team is decided during which event?

QUIZ QUESTIONS

1. The vaccination offers extra protection against …
   A. influenza
   B. COVID-19
   C. measles

2. True or False?
   The vaccine is now available for kids ages 5 to 11 years old.

3. The wildfire burn scar was viewed in …
   A. Texas
   B. Canada
   C. California

4. The tree clones are sapling …
   A. sequoias
   B. redwoods
   C. sycamores

5. Brazil is working to battle deforestation in the …
   A. Congo Rainforest
   B. Amazon Rainforest
   C. Daintree Rainforest

6. Underwater barriers were installed to help combat flooding in …
   A. Venice
   B. Sicily
   C. Rome

7. 80% of Greenland is …
   A. tropical
   B. desert
   C. ice capped

8. The record number of oil lamps were lit to celebrate …
   A. Diwali
   B. Hanukkah
   C. Kwanzaa

9. The Swiss volunteers are picking …
   A. tomatoes
   B. oranges
   C. apples

10. The rolling robots on college campuses are delivering …
    A. books
    B. food
    C. homework

OPINION QUESTION
What is your favorite holiday food? Why?
Terms used in this week’s News Quiz:

COVID-19  Greenland
CDC or Centers for Disease Control  Arctic Ocean
Pfizer-BioNTech  Atlantic Ocean
vaccine  Denmark
pediatric  territory
President Joe Biden  ice capped
vaccinated  ice sheet
California  Diwali
wildfire  Hindu
sequoia  Ayodhya, India
aerial  Switzerland
Archangel Ancient Tree Archive  SOS Fruit
clone  orchard
endangered  GPS or global positioning system
sapling  Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Sierra Nevada Mountains  Dutch
COP26 Climate Conference  Belgian
Glasgow, Scotland  koek
deforestation  anise oil
Amazon Rainforest  heritage
South America  tradition
Brazil  Yorkshire, England
Venice, Italy  pan dulce
Acqua Alta  champurrado
Italian  Santiago, Chile
sea level  Bernheim Forest
tide